A graph with signed edges is orientation embedded in a surface when it is topologically embedded so that one trip around a closed path preserves or reverses orientation according as the path's sign product is positive or negative. We nd the smallest surface within which it is possible to orientation-embed the complete bipartite signed graph K r;s , which is obtained from the complete bipartite graph K r;s through replacing each edge by two parallel edges, one positive and the other negative.
in which (?; L) can be orientation embedded: that is, in which ? can be topologically embedded so that one trip around a polygon in the list will preserve orientation while a trip around an unlisted polygon will reverse it. By \smallest surface" I mean a closed surface S that is minimal, among all closed surfaces in which (?; L) can be orientation embedded, in the partial ordering given by S 1 S 2 if S 2 is obtained from S 1 by adding some number (possibly zero) of handles or crosscaps. Equivalently, de ning the demigenus of S 1 as the quantity d(S 1 ) = 2 ? (Euler characteristic) = 2g + h if S 1 is obtained from the sphere by adding g handles and h crosscaps, S has minimum demigenus among closed surfaces in which (?; L) embeds. Let us de ne the demigenus of (?; L) to be the demigenus of the smallest surface within which orientation embedding is possible. Our problem is to determine this quantity. We cannot hope to solve the problem exactly for an arbitrary graph, but we can say something very general: Theorem 1. For bipartite graphs having r left and s right vertices and for consistent lists of orientation-preserving polygons, the largest possible demigenus is precisely (r ? 1)(s ? 1) + 1.
Theorem 1 is a consequence of the fact that, given r and s, there is essentially one largest bipartite graph with prescribed polygon orientations. To explain this statement we have to de ne orientation embedding of signed graphs: graphs whose edges are labelled positive or negative. Suppose we sign each edge of a graph ? and require that a trip around a polygon should preserve or reverse orientation depending on whether the product of its edge signs is positive or negative, respectively. (We call this the rule of orientation embedding of signed graphs.) It is a fact that, for every graph ? and any consistent prescription of orientationpreserving polygons, there is an edge signature : E(?) ! f+; ?g such that the positive polygons of the signature are exactly the prescribed polygons. Conversely, given a graph ?
and edge signature , the list L of positive polygons is a consistent orientation-preserving prescription. (This is easy to prove from standard topology; for a graph-theoretic analysis see 9, Section 2].) Writing = (?; ) for the signed graph and de ning its demigenus d( ) to be d(?; L), we see that what we are really investigating is the demigenus d( ) of a bipartite signed graph = (?; ) in which the two color classes of vertices have sizes r and s. Obviously, every such signed graph (not having multiple edges with the same sign, which we do not need because they can be deleted without a ecting the demigenus) is a subgraph of the one formed by taking both a positive and a negative edge between every left vertex and every right vertex. We call this latter a complete bipartite signed graph and denote it by K r;s . Theorem 1 follows immediately from the fact that K r;s is the largest bipartite signed graph with r left and s right vertices (and no multiple edges of the same sign), the observation that 1 The minimal surface of K r;s is U h where h = (r ? 1)(s ? 1) + 1.
My reason for interest in results like these is that I believe there is a theory of orientation embedding paralleling that of topological embedding, complete with rotation systems (to be described shortly), current and voltage graphs (not yet developed), forbidden minors 8, Sect. 10; 9], and surface chromatic number and Heawood-type theorems (being developed elsewhere). Another point of view upon this theory is that it concerns orientable embedding with the antipodal property explained in the next section. Within this theory, K r;s occupies the same place as does K r;s in the ordinary theory: it is a natural example to study, not intrinsically important but interesting and providing an upper bound for an important class of graphs. Things are a little more complicated than in the ordinary case, for there are two kinds of signed graph that are analogous to bipartite unsigned graphs 12], both of which I have examined: all-negative signed graphs 10, 11] , and bipartite ones, our topic here.
Antipodal Embedding
Theorem 2 implies that K 2r;2s can be embedded in its minimal orientable surface so as to have an involution that keeps invariant each color class and reverses orientation (hence is free of xed points). In order to explain and state this formally we need some terminology. An antipodal map of a graph? is an involutory automorphism without xed vertices or edges. An antipodal map of T g is any orientation-reversing, involutory autohomeomorphism . The antipodal genus (?; ) is the smallest g for which? has an antipodal embedding in T g with respect to , i.e., an embedding so that some antipodal map of T g induces on the embedded? precisely the antipodal graph map . Our result is: .) We show that a minimal embedding of K r;s leads to an embedding of K 2r;2s in T (r?1)(s?1) that is antipodal with respect to . We rely on two facts: that (for any g 0) T g doubly covers U g+1 with (de ned above) as a covering transformation, and that K 2r;2s doubly covers K r;s with as a covering transformation. Consider K r;s embedded in its minimal surface, which is U g+1 with g = (r ?1)(s?1) according to Theorem 2.
Let be the covering projection that corresponds to the covering transformation . The inverse image ?1 ( K r;s ) of the embedded K r;s is a copy of K 2r;2s , embedded in T g , upon which acts as an antipodal map preserving color classics of vertices. Take to be the particular antipodal map of the abstract graph K 2r;2s that is induced by the action of on the embedded graph in T g . We see that the embedding of K 2r;2s is minimal, since g = (K 2r;2s ), and antipodal with respect to . This result is not what one would necessarily expect. For instance, by 10] it is not true of K n;n (with a perfect matching doubled, for technical reasons). On the other hand, it is true for K n;n with a perfect matching removed (see 11]).
The rotation system that expresses Ringel's minimal embedding ( 3, p. 143, top]) would not answer the need of Corollary 3. It has an obvious xed-point-free involutory automorphism that keeps invariant each color class of vertices, but the corresponding involutory autohomeomorphism of T g preserves orientation rather than reversing it.
Proof of Theorem 2 Our proof has the usual two parts: a lower bound on the demigenus and a construction for a minimal embedding. We follow the classic line of 3] by presenting rotation systems for K r;s that describe embeddings whose faces are all quadrilaterals. Standard calculations then show that the corresponding embedding surface is the minimal one.
The lower bound is provided by Euler's polyhedral formula for cellular embeddings, n ? m + f = 2 ? d (where n = jV j, m = jEj, f is the number of faces of the embedding, and d is the demigenus of the embedding surface), together with the observation that any face has an even number of sides because the graph K r;s is bipartite and more than two sides because there are no parallel edges with the same sign. By a standard calculation (as in, e.g., 7, Thm. Inverting an R-walk means reversing its direction and all orientations i . Rotating it means shifting the starting point. Two R-walks are equivalent if they di er only by rotation or inversion or both. From R we obtain an orientation embedding of in a unique compact surface, called the R-embedding surface of , by treating the underlying graph j j as a topological space and using one R-walk from each equivalence class to attach a 2-cell to j j. Then the face boundaries of the embedding are precisely the (equivalence classes of) R-walks. ). 1 We write a cyclic permutation as a parenthesized string of symbols without embedded parentheses. The string may be a concatenation of substrings of which some may be enclosed in square brackets.
In the proof we need to treat separately two main cases. In the rst, r or s is even; in the other, r and s are odd. Observe that R has several symmetries: (1) any cyclic permutation of the x subscripts; (2) switching X and reversing the y subscripts (y h $ y 2l+1?h ); (3) switching Y and reversing the x subscripts (x i $ x r+1?i ). Therefore, in order to verify that the embedding is quadrilateral, we need check only the R-walks at x + i that begin with a positive edge +x i y h . There are four subcases: h is odd with h = 1 or h > 1, and h is even with h < 2l or h = 2l. We take x subscripts modulo r. where j = 1; 2; : : :; l. Note the irregular order and signs of x 0 , x 1 , and x 2 . (Incidentally, by switching all odd-numbered y's in Case 2 we could make its rotation system conform to the pattern in Case 3, but this would not unify the proofs.) The system has symmetries:
(1) switch Y and renumber X by the rules x 1 $ x 2 and x g $ x 2k+3?g for g 3; and (2) switch X and relabel Y by the rule y h $ y 2l+1?h for h 1.
To prove all faces are quadrilaterals we shall examine the faces incident to y 0 and to y 2j?1 . By symmetry (2) , that will take care of the faces at y 2j as well. By symmetry (1) the initial edge can be taken as positive. These walks, those in Case 3b, and the ones obtained from them by symmetry (1) are all the walks at y 2j?1 . By symmetry (2) we obtain all walks at y 2j .
That completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Examples
To clarify all the constructions and arguments we develop an example of each main case, complete with all rotations and faces and an illustration of the minimal embedding that corresponds to our rotation system. But rst we must give instructions for reading the gures.
We take the positive sense of rotation about a vertex to be counterclockwise in the plane of the gure, so we read o the rotation at a particular vertex labelled v in the diagram by reading the edges in counterclockwise order. This will give us all or part of R(v ), depending mostly on whether or not this vertex is the only copy of v in the illustration. When we read an edge vw whose sign is , our shorthand notation for rotations requires us to write w in the rotation, where = . Unfortunately, it may not be a trivial matter to determine from the diagram. The rule is that, if the edge passes through k crosscaps and orientation-reversing handles in the diagram and if its endpoints are labelled v and w , then the edge has sign = (?) k . Thus the sign attached to w in R(v ) is = (?) k .
Our rule for reading o R-walks implies that a face boundary walk should be read clockwise. To get the correct signs we use a rule similar to that for edges. We pick a point p inside the face and, for each appearance of a vertex w , we write down w in the walk, where = (?) k , k being the number of times a path from p to that appearance of w passes through crosscaps and orientation-reversing handles.
Finally, note that the number of faces in a minimal embedding of K r;s , computed by Euler's formula, is precisely rs. 1 in the diagram. We begin the rotation with the direct edge to x ? 2 , which is positive since its endpoint signs agree and it passes through no crosscap or handle. The next edge goes to x ? 2 through a crosscap, so it is negative. R(y ? 1 ) therefore should begin as x ? 2 x + 2 . The third and fourth edges go to x ? 1 through the orientation-reversing handle Z ; the third edge also passes through a crosscap, so it is positive, while the fourth is negative. So from the diagram so far we have R(y ? 1 ) = (x ? 2 x + 2 x ? 1 x + 1 : : :). The fth edge goes to x + 0 through Z , so it is positive (because its endpoints have opposite signs), and the last edge is negative since it goes to x + 0 directly. Consequently, R(y ? 1 ) should equal (x ? 2 x + 2 x ? 1 x + 1 x ? 0 x + 0 ), which indeed it does. The nine face boundaries read from Figure 2 and the subcases that generate them are these:
A All these are as they should be.
Maximum demigenus
The maximum demigenus of a signed graph is the largest demigenus of a surface in which it has a cellular embedding. The maximum demigenus has been characterized in a beautiful paper by Sir a n and Skoviera 5] . It is very easy to apply their Theorem 1 to K r;s . In fact, for any connected graph ?, writing ? for the result of replacing every edge by two parallel edges of opposite sign, their quantity ( ?; T) = 0 for every spanning tree T (which in this type of example we can, without loss of generality, take to be all positive). Thus we have the following result, which in particular applies to K r;s , yielding a maximum demigenus of rs + (r ? 1)(s ? 1).
Theorem 4. For a simple, connected graph ? of order n with m edges, let be ? with a negative loop added to any number k of vertices. Then has a cellular embedding with just one face, and its maximum demigenus equals 2m ? n + k + 1. Discussion 1. A plausible two-step alternative. An obvious course to a minimal orientation embedding is to do it in two steps. First, embed the positive subgraph in its minimal surface, then add the negative edges through crosscaps and handles. Sometimes this works|for instance, by placing crosscaps in faces of a genus embedding of K 3+12t one can get minimal embeddings of K 3+12t and K 3+12t . But does it work for K r;s ? It might, of course, depend on how the negative edges are added; we should do this simply or the bene t of the two-step process is lost. What seems to me the simplest way to add negative edges to a genus embedding of K r;s is the following. Suppose s = 2l or 2l + 1. Say x i has neighbors y 0 ; y 1 ; : : : ; y 2l in order around x i , omitting y 0 if s is even. Place a crosscap near x i between edges x i y 2j?1 and x i y 2j for 1 j l. Through In the other cases, it has one or two crosscaps too many. Possibly one could adjust the embeddings somehow to make them minimal, but my calculations suggest that in order to succeed one would have to get involved in intricate manipulation of the initial embedding of +K r;s , di erent for each of the four cases. In our proof, we have already obtained minimal embeddings with no complications. It seems that the two-step method, plausible though it be, is more di cult.
2. The positive subgraph. Having failed to prove Theorem 2 by embellishing a minimal embedding of +K r;s , we may well wonder whether, if in our rotation systems we discard all negative edges, we get a minimal embedding of +K r;s ? Sadly, except in trivial cases (r + s 4) and K 3;3 , the answer is \No; far from it." This greatly diminishes one's hopes for the two-step embedding process.
3. Relative di culty. The proof of Theorem 2 is simpler than those of d(?K n ) 10] and d(?K n ) 11] and, notably, Ringel's proof of (K r;s ) 3]. The last requires six cases, while Theorem 2 needs only three. Comparing in a di erent way, though, Ringel's proof of the genus for even r and s ( 3] ; or see 1]) is far simpler than our proof of the antipodal genus. This suggests that antipodal genus is more di cult than genus. For a second example one would like to compare the proof of the antipodal genus of K n;n less a perfect matching in 11] to Jungerman, Stahl, and White's proof of the ordinary genus 2, or 6, Sect. 13 -7] .
Unfortunately, their proof is only partially published. 4 . Origin of the proof. Many papers on genus give little notion of how to nd minimal embeddings. Perhaps that is because it is more an art than a science. I cannot do much better, but I can say that the presentation in this article is misleading. I found the embeddings by drawing pretty pictures, only at the last step abstracting the rotation system. I started by solving small cases ( K r;2 and K 3;3 ); then I found ways to add pairs of vertices by means of gadgets, as in 10] and 11] but extremely simple. The patterns for adding vertices were simple enough that they could be easily stated as a whole rather than inductively as in 10, 11], so it was not too hard to translate them into rotation systems.
5. Simple bipartite graphs. Consider a signing of a simple bipartite graph with color class sizes r and s. What is the maximum possible demigenus? Call it d 0 r;s . Obviously, d 0 r;s is attained by some signed K r;s , but there is no obvious candidate signing. This contrasts sharply with problems like the ones addressed here and in 10, 11] and it makes the evaluation of d 0 r;s , even asymptotically, appear to be very hard indeed. I can prove, for r; s 3 
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